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Yugi and friends get stuck in the lift with three enamys of theirs. What could happen.
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Here is the profile to the new characters.

Dartz

Dartz has blue hair and odd eye colour one's blue and the other is yellow. Dartz is the new enemy of Yu
Gi Oh he is a lot like Pegasus because Dartz also steels souls and drinks wine. Dartz was king along
time ago. His Queen turned into a monster one day and Dartz had to kill her, because she was going
around killing others. Dartz has a little daughter called Christ and his father is Iron heart.

Rapheal

Rapheal has blond hair and blue eyes. Well any ways Rapheal is the leader of Varon and Amelda.

Amelda

Amelda is a guy with red hair and he has grey eyes.

Varon

Varon looks like abit like Tai from digimon with the hair. He has brown hair and blue eyes.

Right here is the fic.

Stuck

Rapheal, Varon and Amelda have gone to the shopping centre to hunt down Yugi and friends.

Varon and Amelda start complaining about wanting to go in the lift.

Rapheal couldn't stand it.

Rapheal: Varon, Amelda, if yous are both that desperate to go in lift, then go on, but don't blame me if
Dartz finds out about yous both.

Varon: Yeah, come on Amelda.

Amelda: Wait.

Amelda grabs Rapheal's arm.

Rapheal: Hey, let go Amelda.



Amelda and Varon run to the lift knocking over a old woman. Amelda is dragging Rapheal to the lift.

When they got there they went into the lift and guess who else is in, Yugi and friends.

The lift started to move but it got stuck half way up.

Lift: This lift is out of serves.

Joey: Oh grate now were stuck with these three goons.

Amelda and Varon start too cry.

Both: wwwwwwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa we want are mommy.

The two start cuddling each other.

Tristan: Joey they're more like cry babies.

Tea: Hey guys leave them alone.

Rapheal: I am so embarrassed.

Tea get's her music out of her bag and press play, the song the fast food song comes on.

Amelda and Varon stop crying and start singing.

Both: A pizza hut a pizza hut

Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut

A pizza hut a pizza hut

Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut

McDonalds McDonalds

Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut

McDonalds McDonalds

Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut.

Rapheal: Oh my god, not that song, it's get's them both hyper.

Tea: Oh, sorry.

Tea switches the song over and atc came on.



Varon was the only one singing this time.

Varon: Just - la la la la la - It goes around the world Just - la la la la la - It's all around the world Just - la
la la la la - And everybody's singing La la la la la - And now the bells are ringing

Rapheal: Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh switch it off.

Tea: Ok.

Rapheal: good

Amelda: Where's teddy.

Varon: I've got him.

Amelda: Give me back my Teddy.

Varon: Only if Tea but's that song back on.

Tea: No way, you will go hyper again.

Varon: Aaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrr. (Starts to cry)

Varon throws Amelda's teddy and starts kicking his legs like a three year old.

Amelda: Yeah teddy.

Amelda picks up his teddy.

Joey: I wish I used the stairs now.

Tristan: Same here, this is just getting very annoying.

Yugi: I agree.

Tea: Arrrrrr but guys I'm enjoying it.

Joey: I guess Tea is also a idiot like them guys.

Tea: Hey.

Yugi: Leave her alone guys.

Joey: But I want out.

Tristan: Me too.



Varon: I want fluffy.

Amelda: Fluffy, who's fluffy.

Varon: my doll.

Rapheal: grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, GROW UP WILL YOUS.

Tears started to fill in Amelda and Varon's eyes.

Both: wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa MEANY.

Rapheal: Wait in till Dartz hears about this.

Both: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .

Suddenly the lift started to move and when it got to the top everyone got out.

The end
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